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1 - the K1 & P 7
2 - the P 15N
3 - the P 17
4 - the P 107



The trip on Finmark 2

In 1929, Citroën had a charming trip with a P15N 
in the mountains about Jotunhaim, the result was 
that Citroën sold at least two cars after this trip!
So in summer 1930 attempted Citroën with a sec-
ond test trip, this time it went into the northern end 
of Norway: Finnmark, near the border with Finland 
and Sweden.

They took 3 Kégresse P17 with torpedo body, one 
was registered with norwegian plates, and the two 
others did’nt have a lisenseplate at all, probabily 
they came directly from France.

Purpose of the trip was to test the ability to have 
a permanent postal route through the trackless 
landscape.
The participants of this trip was the prominent 
people from Citroën and Road administration. 
The director of Road administration wrote a report 
about the trip.  A film crew was also with. All the 
film recording was cut into two films.
The first part is on16 minutes and tells the journey 
by boat from Oslo to Bosekop. There is not much 
car in this film because it shows many of the Nor-
wegian landscape and fjords.
The second part is on 36 minutes, starting when 
the Kégresse are loaded from the ship until they 
arrive at the Swedish border.
After the tour, two of the cars were loaded up 
on trains and sent back, the one with norwegian 
registration was sent to Kiruna in Sweden for a 
demostration.



The trip on Finmark
Half-tracs on Finnmark country?
Aftenposten: 14 april 1930

Faramond and Vethe spend the Easter holly-
day in Bjoberg, partly they were inspected the 
P15N Maristuen has for winter route. Partly they 
presented the idea of making an expedition in 
Finnmark this summer.

Preparation for expedition to Finnmark
Aftenposten: 22 july 1930

On photo: one P17 touring, without advertising 
and apparently registered. Faramond and Vethe 
are on the picture. Report on preparations for the 
journey and program of the expedition.

Expedition completed
Aftenposten: 6 august 1930

The expedition through 
Finnmark just completed. 

They arrived in Finland after 
a difficult trip.
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On car in Finnmark
Aftenposten: 6 january 1931

The winter trial with the half-trak 
car in the Finnmark country.
Citroën company has made 2 
Kegresse available to Altafjord 
trading association for a trial trip 
over Finnmark in January.

On car in Finnmark
Aftenposten: 10 february 1932

Director Vethe will drive a car 
from Alta to Kautokeino.

The Ministry will finance the trip

The trip on Finmark 4



5The trip on Finmark
The detailed report from the director of the Road 
administration Edv. Vethe



6The trip on Finmark



4 pictures from Hedemark Museum.
All are taken in 1935 during a trip in the moun-
tains. The P17 car broken down, the rubber track 
probabily not resist. P17 was towed by a P15N 
and mounted on a transport truck.

The P17 reg. nr. A 1303 7



In Autogenial no. 220 from 2007, a swedish 
Citroën car magazine, there is an article by Lo-
rentz Ôsterling with this undated photo of a P10 / 
17 with registration number A 2517.
The license plate hangs with a cord on the radia-
tors, so it may be that it is not permanently regis-
tered with this number.
Is this car one of those from the trip in Finmark?

The model seems to be the same, but on this 
picture one cannot see the brackets for the skis 
on the side of the body and on the front wheels. 
In addition, the Citroën sign on the radiator does 
not appear.

Foto from Bue David-Andersen, undated, a 
particullary P10/17 lost the body for a cabin! Is 
difficoult to tell if this car had a propper body or 
was a open car. 

Unsolved Kégresses 8



9Kégresse survived
Henrik Rosenlid
He have two Kégresses in very poor condition. 
the upper one is with Kégresse rearend and with-
out motor and body. The bottom is without that 
but has motor, cooler and bonnet. Here you can 
see that the chassis is of later model with straight 
frames. They are both of P10 / 17 chassis. They 
are both bought together with the two from Gun-
nar Thomassen from the Technical Museum in 
Oslo. All four cars were later imported to Norway. 
It is said that they may have come during the war, 
but it has not been confirmed.

Henrik tells:
I have found chassis no: P17E 10561. All the 
Norwegian cars we know have the same starting 
point. They came with the Germans during WW2, 
along with some other older French material. Ro-
galand war museums have, among other things, a 
Unic halftrack during restoration.
They are all tractor for cannons more or less.
My car was found at a scrap dealer in the 60’s 
and 70’s and given to a technical museum in Oslo 
that stored 2 pcs outdoors until we took over them 
at the beginning of the 2000s.
We also picked up a chassis in north norway of 
the same type.

Gunnar Thomassen 
He also has two Kégresses in very poor condition. 
They are both of the P10 / 17 chassis, in the only 
picture we have, one can seem that the chas-
sis is from a earlier model. They are both bought 
together with the two from Henrik Rosenlid from 
the Technical Museum in Oslo.
All four cars were later imported to Norway. It is 
said that they may have come during the war.

Knud Hetlelid
He tells the previous owner claimed that the 
Germans would send it to Sahara / Africa but 
changed their minds at the last minute. I think it’s 
a little too lively fantasy ...
Picked up on a farm, out, on top of a gml. truck, 
below church at Garmo in Vågå. Which is close 
to Lom. East of Stryn, over the mountain and a bit 
down the valley.
The pictures show Knuds P17.

A collector of military vehicles in Gudbrandsdalen 
has remains of a Kégresse, most probably some 
kind of truck.

The Technical Museum in Oslo has probabily 
some Kégresse remains.
www.tekniskmuseum.no



10The unknow
This photo was found in a French forum.
I was told that the picture was taken in Oslo areas 
around 1960. The owner of this Kégress was a 
Citroën enthusiast and also had two C4 torpedo. 
It has never been confirmed.

We still want to find this car!



Overwiev 11

Model Year Bodywork Reg. Owner When Where Source
P17 1930 Touring 5 prs. C 3841 Citroën 1930 Finnmarktur

A 1303 Army 1935 Hurdal-Skreia, Finnmark? Aftenposten 12 april 1935
P17 1930 Touring 5 prs. Citroën 1930 Finnmarktur
P17 1930 Touring 5 prs. Citroën 1930 Finnmarktur

P17 Touring 5 prs. A 2517 Autogenial Lorentz Österling

P10/17 Woody Bue David-Andersen

P17 wreck Rosenlid
P17 wreck Rosenlid
P17 wreck Thomassen
P17 wreck Thomassen
P17 unrestored Hetlelid
P17 unknow 1960 ca.


